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Fahrenheit Nutrition Adds Rising Star to Its Sponsorship Roster

NPC Nationals Runner-Up and Elite Figure Competitor, Ashley Lemmons Joins the Fahrenheit
Team

Hutto, TX (PRWEB) December 05, 2011 -- Fahrenheit Nutrition announced today the signing of NPC National
Figure competitor, Ashley Lemmons as their newest in a formidable line of sponsored athletes. Ms. Lemmons
is a young and emerging force on the national figure and bodybuilding scene, having placed first in three of her
first four regional competitions and most recently second place at the NPC National Championships in late
November.

Fahrenheit CEO, WilliamMellors expressed his excitement in press meetings this morning, exclaiming, “This
is the perfect relationship for Fahrenheit Nutrition at this stage in our development. Ashley is a monster
competitor in this sport. She is an absolute star on the rise, which is exactly how we see ourselves in the
nutritional supplement industry.” “Ashley’s physique and competitive fire matches the fierceness of our product
line, and we are thrilled to have her on board as a representative of Fahrenheit Nutrition.”

When asked for her thoughts on the signing, Ms. Lemmons shared Mellors enthusiasm. “The executives at
Fahrenheit are true professionals. Their product line is complete, their technology is superior, and I am excited
to formally become a part of this team.”

Fahrenheit executives will spend the coming weeks developing a strategy for merging the fitness star’s likeness
into an already aggressive marketing plan. Said Mellors, “More than half of our customer-base is comprised of
women and female athletes. Today’s signing certainly develops an opportunity for growth in that area - but, I
also want to be sure we capitalize on the absolute sensation that Ashley has become. She has truly developed
that perfect mix of muscularity, symmetry and femininity that is appealing to women and men alike.”

2012 will be an exciting year for Fahrenheit Nutrition, and its loyal followers now have one more reason to
keep their eyes on this emerging brand - and its newest Star!

To learn more about Fahrenheit Nutrition and its line of cutting-edge supplements, visit www.fnutrition.com.
Consumers are also encouraged to follow Fahrenheit Nutrition on their growing Facebook site @
facebook.com/fnutrition.

About Fahrenheit Nutrition
Fahrenheit Nutrition is an industry leading supplier of high-end nutritional supplements. All products in the
Fahrenheit line are manufactured using current Good Manufacturing Practices (cGNP) as defined by the FDA.
Fahrenheit Nutrition products are available at retail outlets throughout the United States.
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Contact Information
Bruce Davis
Fahrenheit Nutrition
404-585-5441

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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